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Many Americans falsely believe that the American Civil Liberties Union, or ACLU, exists to stand up for the 
"little guy" or that it is an organization that had noble beginnings but took a wrong turn somewhere along 
the way.

Neither statement is true.  The ACLU – through a legal and educational campaign of "fear, intimidation, 
and disinformation" has been successful in turning many of its extreme positions into the law of the land – 
or what Americans perceive to be the law of the land.

For instance, the ACLU supports the legalization of polygamy and other lifestyle "arrangements."  The 
ACLU supports the distribution of child pornography, no matter how vile and brutal it may be.  The ACLU is 
against the freedom of parents to pass their faith and values to their children.  The ACLU is against the 
freedom of organizations, such as the Boy Scouts, to set standards of conduct for its leaders (even though 
the ACLU believes that they have the right to do so for their organization).  The ACLU is against the 
freedom of churches to publicly teach and proclaim the uncensored Word of God in the public square.  The 
ACLU is against many of the freedoms and our nation's sovereignty that forefathers and millions 
afterwards, fought and died for.

In their new book, "The ACLU vs. America" http://www.acluvsamerica.com/products/default.aspx?
referral=wnde , ADF President Alan Sears and ADF Vice-President Craig Osten expose the ACLU's 
dangerous agenda for America as it seeks to attack and destroy our nation's values and cultural 
institutions.  Quoting extensively from the ACLU's own materials, Sears and Osten paint a frightening 
picture of where the ACLU wants to take our nation if concerned Americans do not stand up to its agenda.

The book features chapters such as The ACLU vs. Marriage, The ACLU vs. Children, The ACLU vs. 
Religion, The ACLU vs. Human Life and The ACLU vs. National Sovereignty.  It also examines the 
socialist and communist beliefs of the ACLU's founder, Roger Baldwin, and its early board members.  The 
book proves that, right from the very start, the ACLU's intention was not to stick up for the "little guy" or to 
defend civil liberties, but instead, to reshape America in its image. 

http://www.acluvsamerica.com/products/default.aspx?referral=wnde

Through their experience working in government and Christian ministries, the authors have seen and 
experienced the ACLU's campaign of fear, intimidation, and disinformation many times.  In fact, ADF was 
formed in 1993, a group of influential Christian leaders came together to discuss what could be done to 
slow and stop the ACLU and its allies' seemingly unopposed assault on America's freedoms. These 
leaders recognized that many dedicated Christian lawyers had sought to slow and stop the ACLU but 



didn't have enough resources to succeed.  While ADF's resources are still dwarfed by those available to 
the ACLU and its many legal allies, the ADF and its allies have quickly grown to become a formidable 
opponent and has been successful with a growing legal army of allies through strategy, training, funding 
and litigation to defeat the ACLU and its allies several times in courtrooms and in the battle for minds 
across the nation.

ADF has been successful in 26 victories before the United States Supreme Court, 75 percent of all cases 
litigated to conclusion.  In addition, ADF has now trained over 800 volunteer attorneys through its National 
Litigation Academy program and over 400 law students through its Blackstone Legal Fellowship program 
to take on the ACLU and its like-minded allies and win.

ADF's goal is to surpass the ACLU's vast manpower and financial resources to shape a future in which the 
values of religious freedom, the sanctity of human life, traditional marriage, and the family are strongly 
affirmed and protected.

"The ACLU vs. America" http://www.acluvsamerica.com/products/default.aspx?referral=wnde provides 
hope that, despite its enormous financial war chest and decades-long legal war on American values, the 
ACLU can be defeated and America can once again be a nation that protects and affirms religious 
freedom, the sanctity of life, marriage and the family.

Order your copy today:

http://www.acluvsamerica.com/products/default.aspx?referral=wnde
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